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Stage IV Stage I - IIIA (Single station N2) 
Anatomic R0 Resection by Lobectomy /  
Segmentectomy and nodal dissection

Follow Up - see separate  
guidance algorithm

Platinum-based  
combination  

chemotherapy  
with etoposide or  

gemcitabine DISEASE PROGRESSION

Oligometastatic?   

Consider radical therapy 
- Surgery 
- Thermal ablation 
- Embolization (bland or chemo) 
- SIRT

68Ga-DOTATATE PET CT  
(or octreotide scan) 

positive?

Somatostatin Analogues*

Peptide Receptor Radionuclide Therapy 
(PRRT)*

Everolimus

Streptozocin / Capecitabine 
Temozolomide / Capecitabine

Interferon Alpha 2B*

 *NB: Licensing of 
treatments is under 
constant review and 
indications may vary over 
time. Access through 
clinical trials or 
compassionate use may 
also be possible.
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No

Consider second 
line systemic 
therapy 
(everolimus / 
temezolomide / IFN 
alpha 2B) if 
approved
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General Considerations  
Owing to the low incidence compared with lung cancer, there are no clinical trial data to 
provide definitive guidance on post-operative management of Pulmonary NETs following 
complete resection. Expert consensus and recommendations are based on consideration of 
prognostic factors such as stage of disease, morphology and grade of disease

1
. It is, of 

course, essential to discuss fully the options of management with the patient. Currently 
the only licenced therapies are Everolimus and chemotherapy. 

Typical Carcinoid Tumours  
Adjuvant treatment is not recommended following complete excision.  

Atypical Carcinoid Tumours  
There is no evidence to support adjuvant treatment for fully resected (R0), node 
negative (N0) disease but a more intense post-operative follow up is recommended than 
for Typical Carcinoid Tumours. For node positive disease (N1-2), and/or high Ki67 and/or 
high mitotic index the risk of recurrence is greater and adjuvant treatment may be 
considered. Discussion with the patient regarding the lack of supporting evidence is 
important before adjuvant treatment is recommended.  

Large Cell Neuroendocrine Carcinomas  
This WHO group has an increased risk of recurrence with behaviour similar to non-small 
cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Adjuvant cytotoxic chemotherapy is a reasonable option for node 
positive disease or for large tumours (at least 4cm) of any nodal stage.  

Choice of Chemotherapy  
There is no evidence from which to infer the choice of chemotherapy regimen. Based on 
studies in NSCLC, the combination of etoposide and cisplatin is reasonable. Temozolomide 
and oxaliplatin combination therapy or everolimus may also be considered.  
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This document is based upon the Oxford ENETS Centre of Excellence Guidance produced 
by Professor Denis Talbot. UKINETs is grateful for permission to use and amend this 
guidance for national use.  
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